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Test Report

SCHINDLER NECHUSHTAN ELEVATORS Ltd

13/12/04
For
Avi Perciger – Supertech-Israel
Summary of tests for consumption improvement.
Schindler-Nechushtan Elevators Ltd performed, with your consultant, two fuel consumption tests with
the company's cars, in order to get a decision to purchase SuperTech fuel savers.
The tests were taken according to a protocol that compares the consumption of two identical cars, in
the optimal possible way, while driving one trip with no fuelsaver and then a second trip when one of
the cars is with the fuelsaver.
On the second trip, when one of the cars had SuperTech fuelsaver installed, we found fuel saving in the
car that had the fuelsaver.
It is important to remark that the tests were performed on two different types of cars, and here are the
results:
1. In the test performed between two Mazda Lantis (benzine), we found 9% saving in the car that
had the fuelsaver.
2. In the test performed between two Renoult Kangoo ( diesel) we found 10% saving in the car that
had the fuelsaver.
Schindler-Nechushtan Elevators Ltd decided, according to these facts to install SuperTech fuelsavers in
all its vehicles fleet.
We hope to continue a fruitfull cooperation with you.

Sincerely
Shlomo Buch
Transportation & Safty officer.
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To whom it may concern.

Schindler – Nechushtan, the Israeli branch of Schindler global company, decided to
equip each and every vehicle of its fleet with the fuel saver device supplied by
SuperTech.

Schindler – Nechushtan did so after testing the SuperTech performances on several
vehicles of the company that were put through meticulous comparative testing.

Tests were preformed using Mazda Lantis gasoline engines and Renault Kangoo Diesel
engines.

The results were 9% and 10% reduction respectively.

Apperciating these results, Schindler – Nehushtan have 200 vehicles of the company
with the Super Tech Fuel saver.

Shlomo buch
fleet manager
Sep.1st 2005

